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Aeharya, N.C. Narimha— The Andhra Mahabharatam. ABORL
XXH, Pts. 1-2, pp. 97-102.	[331
Points out that the whole of the MaftSbhfirata was rendered into Telugu
poetry by three ancient poets  of  Andhra, Nannayabhatta, Tikkana
Somayaji and Errana.
Bauer jee, Eomesh Chandra— New Light on Kashiram   Das.
CR. LXXVIII, pp. 153-156.	[332
The twin epics of mediaeval Bengali literature— the Ramayana of
Krittibash and the Mahabharata of Kashiram Das, are subjects of perenn-
ial interest.   The question whether Kashiram Das was   actually   the
author of the whole of the work that passes under his name is discussed.
A recent discovery makes the writer believe that the sphere of Kashi-
ram's actual composition in the Bengali Mahabharata named after him is
very small,
Baaerji-Sastri, A.— A. Mitbila copy of  the  Salyaparvan   of
the Mahabharata.   See No, 704.
Dandekar, B. H- Ed. — Jnana-Dipika, A Commentary by
Devabodha on the Adi-parvan of the Mahabharata. Bban-
darkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, 1941. [333
The Jnana-dipika MaJiabharaia-tatparya-tika of Devabodha is the oldest
known commentary on the Mahabharata, that of Nilakantha being one of
the latest. The manuscript of Devabodha's commentary are extremely
rare, and obtainable only in fragments and on some of the individual
Parvans. The editor has given an authentic edition of the Adi-parvan
commentary, based upon three Devanagari paper manuscripts, but the
manuscript material does not appear to be as satisfactory as one would
wish it to be. The text is carefully edited with full critical apparatus
and references.
Be, S. K. — A Further Note on the Udyoga-Parvan   Passage
5-19-15. JB4& (1941), pp. 149-152.	[334
Points out to Prof. Johnston that the word Kancana is a name of a tree
and it is found in the Mahabharata itself, and also in other ancient
literature. Answers other questions which Prof* Johnston raised in
JRAS.
Bharma, P. CL— The Eamayana Polity. With Foreword by
The Hon'ble V. S. Srinivasa SastrL 9^ x 6", pp. ix + 100.
The Madras Law Journal Press, Madras, 1941,	[335
* Depicts political institutions as described by Valmiki in the Ramayana.
After briefly referring to the Ramayana as an Itihasa and kavya, to the
different dates assigned to the Ramayana, to the geographical data
contained therein, the social organisation of India at the time of the
Epic, the authoress devotes eight chapters to the system of government,
the central administration, the ministry, permanent higher officials,
revenue aHministration and taxation, administration of law and justice
local administration and military organisation. The writer assumes

